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Abstract. A comprehensiveone-dimensionalmodel of the polar ionospherehas
been usedin conjunctionwith incoherent-scatterr•d•r d•t• from Sondrestrom,
Greenland,to determinedownwardhe•t fluxes•nd thermal ion outflows•t very
high l•titudes. For periodsof very quiet geomagnetic•ctivity the model closely
simulatesthe observedtime-dependentbehavior of the electron density,ion •nd
electrontemperatures.To obtain this similarity betweenmodel •nd d•t•, the upper
boundaryconditionsof the model,n•mely downwardhe•t flux, •nd m•gnetic fieldalignedion flows, •re continually•djusted with time to provide • best fit with d•t•.
The he•t fluxes•nd ion flows•re determinedindirectlyfrom this fitting procedure.
The techniqueh•s been •pplied to • 10-hour d•ytime d•t• set for February 12,
1990, to search for enhanced downward he•t fluxes •nd outward thermal ion fluxes

•ssoci•ted with d•yside •uroral oval. V•ri•tions of he•t flux r•nged from •bout

2 x 109to 2 x 10lø eV cm-• s-1, •nd verticaloutwardfluxesof ionization
r•nged
from•bout zeroto 8 x 108cm-• s-1. Forbothquantities
the pe•k v•luesoccurred
whenthe r•d•r site w•s locatedunderthe d•yside•uror•l oval. It is suggested
that
thesem•rked upward thermal ion flowsin the d•yside •uror•l ionospherem•y be

•ssoci•tedwith energetic
0 + ionoutflows
that h•vebeenobserved
•t high•ltitudes
with spacecraft.
Introduction

The upper boundary conditionsof the model, namely
field-alignedthermal ion flow, and downwardheat fluxes,
In this paper we present the comparisonof a new are not directly measured with our radar experiments.
one-dimensional
ionospheric
modelwith very-highlat- The model-data fitting procedureis, however,particuitude incoherent-scatter radar data. The incoherentlarly sensitive to these two quantities. We have therescatter radar located at Sondrestrom, Greenland has fore used this model-data combination to indirectly debeen used. The model, originally developedby Min termine these parameterson a continuoustime-varying
et al. [1993]hasbeenfurtherrefinedby includingthe basis. The model solves the electron transport, coneffectsof neutral winds,and updatingthe collisionfre- tinuity, and energy equations, and both ion flow and
quencies. The unique features of the model is the in- heat flux values may be determined. The radar-derived
corporationof parallel electricfields,the self-consistent temperatures are fitted to the altitude profiles of temcomputationof the ambipolarelectricfield, and the ef- perature derived from the model. In the upper ionofectsof time-varyingauroraland photoelectron
energy spherethe magnitude of the total ion compositionfrom
distributions. Sincethe model is one-dimensional,the the model, and the gradient, is alsofitted to the correeffectsof horizontal transport can not be taken into spondingelectron densitiesand gradientsmeasuredby
account, and therefore we have chosen to restrict the radar.
In the next sectionthe model and method of analysis
data comparisons
to periodsof quietgeomagnetic
activis
presentedin more detail.
ity when horizontal transport is minimal. The altitude
coverageof the model usedfor the data comparisonis
100 to 500 km, although the model itself extends to Model and Method of Analysis
800 km.

The structure of the thermosphereat high latitudes
is significantly affected by solar EUV, and by auroral
•Now at Atmosphcric
Sciences
Rcscarch
Ccntcr,SUNY, activity which is causedby precipitating energeticelecAlbany, New York.
trons and ions. The solar EUV photons are absorbed
in
the thermosphereby photoionization and photodisCopyright1995by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
sociation, leading to the production of ionization and
Paper number94JA02071.
primary photoelectrons.The primary auroral electrons
0148-0227/95/94JA.02071505.00
and/or embeddedprimary photoelectronsare trans251
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ported in the atmosphereand produce impact ionization and secondaryelectronsby ionizingand exciting
the neutral species. As a consequence,the temperature and compositionof the thermosphereare affected.
In turn, the affectedatmospheric/ionospheric
parameters may perturb the electrontransport. A 'comprehensive one-dimensional
self-consistent
time-varyingauroral model has been developedand usedto study the effectsof a parallelelectricfield and the geomagnetic
field
on the auroral and photoelectronenergydistributions,
and the responseof the ionosphereto auroral precipi-

AND THERMAL

ION OUTFLOWS

Here•/• and•/}aretherespective
production
ratesfrom
directionization
andfromchemical
reactions.
L} is the
local chemical and radiative lossrate, and (I)i is the flux
due to ambipolar diffusion and the drift motion resulted
from meridional neutral wind through ion-neutral collisions. This flux is computed from

ßi--NiDi (10N•
Ni Oz+•zzlnTr+Hi
o
) +Niwr (3)
whereDi is the ambipolardiffusioncoefficient,
Tr is the
plasmatemperature, and Hi is the plasmascaleheight.
The collision frequenciesincorporated in the diffusion

tations[Min, 1993;Minet al., 1993].In the modelthe
massspectrometer/incoherent
scatter (MSIS) neutral
are adoptedfrom $chunkand Walker[1970]
atmosphereis adopted[Hedin,1991],and the electron coefficients
transport equation, ion continuity equations and elec- with the multiplicative factor of 1.7 suggestedby $alah
tron and ion energyequationsare solvedself-consistently. [1993].The drift velocityWDis

This modelis describedin detail by Min [1993]and is

COD-- --WM sin a cosa

only briefly sketchedbelow.
The transit time of auroral and photoelectronsin

where WM is the meridional neutral wind in the north-

(4)

the thermosphere
is short by comparison
with changes ward direction and a is the dip angle.
We solvethe coupleddiffusionequationsfor O+ and
in the host medium in responseto electron impact.
H
+
asthe majorionsin the F regionandabove.O•+,
Thus the electrontransportas well as the energybalN•
+,
N+, andNO+ areassumed
to be in photochemiance in the thermosphereis consideredto be quasistatic. Taking into accountelastic and inelastic colli- cal equilibrium, and therefore we can eliminate the flux
sions,the geomagneticmirror effect, the electricfield, divergentterm in the continuityequations.In the E rechemicallifetimesare short(a minute
the guiding center approximation and conservationof gion,ionosphere
of chemicalequithe first adiabaticinvariant,and definingthe intensity or less)whichpermitsthisassumption
librium,
with
diffusion
being
negligible.
Higher in the F
I(r, e,f•, t) = v•f(r, v, t)/m [Dudersladl
and Martin,
region,
diffusion
is
a
dominant
process
and time-scales
1970],the one-dimensional
steadystatetransportequaof an hour or more are required for equilibrium. The
time step for our model is 5 minutes. The chemicalreac-

tion is

OI

(1 - p2) OBOI

-

O(LI)

tionsincludedherearelistedin the workby Rees[1989].

2B OsOp ne Oe

Bulk chargeneutrality prevailsin the ionosphere;having calculated the ion densities, the electron density
(1) equates to the sum of all positive ion species.
Several reaction rate coefficientsare temperature deo
i
pendent, requiring the continuity equationsto be coupled with the energy equationsfor the electron and ion
y•ni •rltøtI
+ Q*•+ Q*•+ QiO,
+ Qrnotogas. Solutionof the energyequationsyieldsthe electron
and ion temperatures.The steadystate electronenergy
equation is
eE

OI

- 2(e+
e4)
(1-Y•)•
+
+
= -

where I(s, e,tt) is the electronintensityas a function
of the positions, energye, and cosinepitch angleit; L
is the lossfunction representingthe energylossto the
ambient electrons; E is the electric field related to the
1

sin
•a 0

OT•
] +Q'-

-o

where K e is the electron thermal conductivity, Qe is the

potentialdrop• by E- -V0•, hencee- •mv + q•, electronheating rate, and Le is the coolingrate. The
and q - -e for electron;B is geomagnetic
field;aitøt contribution of the thermoelectric current to the heat
is the sumof all losscrosssections;
Q*t, Q*•, QiOnand flow has been neglected. In the upper F region ionoQphotoare the sourcesof el•tic collision,excitation, spherethere is substantialexchangeof energybetween

ionization and photoionization, and the summation is
taken over all speciesj. Solvingthe electrontransport
equationby adoptingand modifyingthe discreteordi-

nate method[Stamneset al., 1988]yieldsthe electron
intensity for calculation of the impact ionization and
electronheating rates.
To evaluate the ion composition• a function of time
and altitude requiressolution of the coupledtime dependent continuity equationsfor all reacting species.
The continuityequationof speciesi with densityNi is

ot = + -

Oz

ions and electronsthrough Coulomb collisions.The ion
energyequation

+ Qt. -

- 0

(6)

is therefore coupled into the system of equations to be
solved.Qie is the ion heatingrate by Coulombcollisions

with electrons(an energylossprocessfor the electron
gas), Q•:x identifiesthe joule heatingrate, and Lin is
the ion coolingrate dueto elasticand inelasticcollisions
with neutrals. Conduction in the ion gas is negligibly
small and all ions are assignedthe same temperature
5q, an adequate assumptionfor our purpose. Details
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and numericalvaluesfor all Q and L are given by Rees
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Figure 2. The variation of the electrondensity,ion and
electron temperatures simulated by model over Sondrestrom on February 12, 1990.
ity when horizontal transport is expectedto be minimal.
Only the component of the meridional neutral wind
that is parallel to the geomagneticfield has been taken
into account, which forcesthe ionization up and down
at F region heights through ion-neutral collisionsand

thuschangesthe heightof the F layerpeak IRishbeth,
1972]. Therefore, to obtain similarity betweenmodel
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tron distribution to fit with data or of a distribution
derived from rocket or satellite measurements.
For the
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ent timescalesand altitude regimes[Min, 1993]. Those

The model is one-dimensional

OUTFLOWS

Electron Density

There are three groups of coupled equations corresponding to the main physical processesin the thermosphere, which are electron transport, ion diffusion
and chemicalreaction, and electronand ion energybalance. Simultaneous solution of all the equations is not
attempted. Instead, physical arguments are used to
simplify the computational problem accordingto differ-

are specifiedat the upper boundary in order to match
the observedprofile of electron density. In the meantime, local equilibrium betweenTe, •, and Tn prevails
at the lower boundary for the electron energy equation.
A heat flux is appropriate at the upper boundary and
is adjusted to match overall the profile of the measured
electron temperature from the radar.
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[1989]and Min [1993].

differential equations require boundary conditions appropriate to the physical problem being investigated.
For the electron transport equation the lower boundary is assumedto lie within the atmospherewhere the
densityis large, so that the intensityof the electrondistribution becomesvanishinglysmall, while at the upper
boundary, we specify the intensity of an assumedelec-
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mined by solar EUV and X ray, geocoronal,the meridional neutral wind and field-aligned ion flow at the upper boundary, along with auroral electronprecipitation.
The electron temperature and its gradient at the upper boundary are primary affected by the electron heat
flux from magnetosphere.Therefore we are able to indirectly determine these parameters from incoherentscatter radar data; this is accomplishedby fitting the
modelto the data; the heightof F regionpeak, F region
peak value, the electron temperature, and the slope of
measuredelectron density and temperature in the topside ionosphere,are all fitted with the model by using

the steepestdescentmethod [Presset al., 1989]. The
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Results

just before 0930 LT, the electron density in the E region was even larger than that due to the solar EUV
ionization after sunrise, while the electron temperature
was enhancedin the F region and above.
The comprehensiveionosphericmodel is usedto simulate the observedtime-dependentbehaviorof the electron density,ion and electrontemperatures.The height
of F region peak, F region peak value, and the electron temperature and the slope of electrondensity and
temperature at the top altitude from measurementsare
used as fitting parameters for the model calculations.

16

g•

measurements
(about 15-min). Linearinterpolationof

(66.99øN,309.05øE)on February12, 1990,havebeen
measured,and a 10-hoursequence
of data (0800LT to
1800 LT) is shownin Figure 1. For this day geomagneticallyquiet conditionsprevailed(Ap indexof 6, and
the solar activity index F10., was 140). We note that

14

F2_peak Densities

•-. 107

time-dependent computation is carried out with a 5-min
time step which is much less than the interval of radar

The variation of the electron density, electron and
ion temperatures at various altitudes over Sondrestrom
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Figure 3. The variation of the F region peak height
and density, meridional neutral wind, vertical ion outward flow, and heat flux. The dots representthe measurements,and solid lines representthe model results.

The EUV flux modelof Tobiskaand Barth [1990]has
been used for the solar radiation. However, after the
fitting procedurementioned above, a systematicdifferenceremained betweenthe computedF2-peak densities
and the radar measurements. To achieve the best fit,
we have increasedthe EUV model flux by 50%, which
has removed the systematic differencesand resulted in
the best overall fit. Without auroral precipitation we
include a small soft electron flux or photoelectronflux

modelresults(solidline) and measurements
(dots) as
shownin Figure 3, but the computeddensitiesof the F
region peak are smaller than the observationsaround
local noon.

The meridional

neutral

wind increases from

sunrise to sunset. The variations of heat flux ranged

fromabout2 x 109to 2 x 10lø eV cm-2 s-1, andvertical
outward fluxes of ionization ranged from about zero to
8 x 10s cm- • s- 1. There is a simultaneous enhancement

by specifying
a downward
flux of 0.01ergcm-2 s-1 with

in both downwardheat flux and magnetic field-aligned
the characteristicenergy of 50 eV as the upper bound- ion flow which correspondto the radar location beneath
ary condition for the electron transport equation. As the dayside auroral oval.
described above, the upper boundary conditions and
Detailed analysis at three different local times has
the meridional neutral wind are adjusted to obtain the been conductedby comparing the computed and obsimilarity betweenmodel and data. Comparisonof the servedprofiles of the electron density, electron and ion
contoursin Figure I and 2 showsthat the modelclosely temperaturesas shownin Figures 4, 5, and 6. These
predicts the radar measurements.
three data sets respectively correspondto times when
The variation of adjusted parameters such as the the radar site is beneath the dayside auroral oval, at
meridionalneutralwind,downwardheatflux, andmag- the midday density peak, and after sunset. For the

netic field-alignedion flow are shownin Figure 3. The
heightsof F regionpeak are well matchedbetweenthe

first caseat 0908 LT (Figure 1) the computedelectron density agreeswith the measuredelectron density
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Figure 4. The computedand observedprofilesof the
electrondensity,electronand ion temperaturesat 0908
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Figure 6. The computedand observedprofilesof the
electron density,electron and ion temperaturesat 1622

LT: the radarmeasurements
(Radar),the modelresults LT.
with solarEUV and auroralprecipitation
(Model_A),
andthemodelresultswith onlysolarEUV (Model_S). It has beenfound that a variationof the solarEUV by
a factor of 2, resultsin only about 30% changesin the
computed values of the heat flows and ion flows. The

at the F regionand above,but the solar EUV input main effectof solarEUV flux variationis to changethe
aloneis inadequateto explainthe observedprofilesbe- peak F region density.
low 200 km; an auroral precipitationwith 750 eV charThe sensitivity test with variation of the collisionfre-

acteristicenergyand a 0.5 erg cm-2 s-1 energyflux quency has shown increases of the heat fluxes and ion
has been used to match model results with the obser-

flows approximatelyin direct proportion to decreases

vations
(seeModeLS
andModel_A
curves
in Figure4).
frequency.This followsfrom (3) where
At 1211 LT near local noon the calculated electron and of the collision
ion temperatures
agreewith the observed
temperatures
as well as the overallshapeof the electrondensityprofile, however,the magnitudeof the calculatedelectron
densityis slightlylessthan the measurements.
Figure

the diffusioncoefficient
containsthe collisionfrequency.
Sincecollisionfrequenciesin the ionosphereare not well
known,wethereforesuggestvaluescomputedin this paper could be subject to future a revision,howeversuch
changeswould probably be minor, and the pattern of

6 alsoshowsgood agreementbetweenthe model results time variations would remain valid.

andtheradarmeasurements
at 1622LT, althoughsome
differences still exist below 200 km altitude which we

attribute to weak time-varyingauroralprecipitation.
The ion-neutralatomic oxygencollisionfrequency
and the solarEUV flux are cruciallyimportantin models of the upper atmosphereand in the derivation of
atmosphericresults from experimental measurements.
Sensitivitytestshavebeenundertakenby varyingthe
ion-neutralcollisionfrequencyand the solar EUV flux.
Temperatures

ßool
it

Electron Density

1,oo
I

Summary
Field-alignedthermal ion fluxes and downwardheat
fluxes have been indirectly determined. This has been
accomplishedby usinga comprehensive
one-dimensional
model of the polar ionospherein conjunction with
incoherent-scatter
radar data from Sondrestrom,Greenland. The modelcloselysimulatestime-varyingelectron
densities and temperatures measured by incoherentscatter radar. To obtain this similarity, the meridional
neutral wind and the upper boundary conditions of
the model, viz primary electrondistribution,downward
heat flux, and field-alignedthermal ion fluxes, are adjusted to provide a best fit with data. Enhanced downward heat fluxes and outward thermal ion fluxes associ-

ated with daysideauroralovalhavebeendeterminedby
applying this procedureto a 10 hour daytime data set
for February 12, 1990. Variationsof heat flux ranged

fromabout2 x 109 to 2 x 10lø eV cm-2 s-1, andvertical
outward fluxesof ionization rangedfrom about zero to
100 l.l••,•a••.•J

0

1000 I•000 3000 4000
Temperature(K)

100 •

103

104 10õ 106
Density(era-•)

10?

8 x 108 cm-• s-1. It is suggested
that thesemarkedupward thermal ion flow in the daysideauroral ionosphere

may be associated
with energeticO+ ion outflowsthat

Figure 5. The computed
andobserved
profiles
of the have been observedat high altitudes with spacecraft
with
electron
density,
electron
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spacecraftdata may prove valuable. We wish to em-
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phasizethat the model is one-dimensional
and is only Rishbeth, H., Thermosphericwinds and the F-region: A
review, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 34{,1, 1972.
applicableto quiet-time data at high latitudes when
horizontal transport effectsmay be ignored. Expansion Salah, J. E., Interim standard for the ion-neutral atomic
of this work to three dimensionswould permit the inclusionof horizontal transport, and in turn then allow
simulationof the disturbed high-latitude ionosphere.

oxygencollisionfrequency,Geophys.Res. Lett., œ0,1543,
1993.

Schunk,R., and J. C. G. Walker, Thermal diffusionin the
F• regionof the ionosphere,Planet. SpaceSci., 18, 535,
1970.
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